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ABSTRACT

The paper describes two software modules as analysis tools for digital loose part monitoring sys-
tems. The first module is called acoustic module which utilises the multi-media features of modern
personal computers to replay the digital stored short-time bursts with sufficient length and in
good quality. This is possible due to the so-called puzzle technique developed at ISTec. The second
module is called classification module which calculates advanced burst parameters and classifies
the acoustic events in pre-defined classes with the help of an artificial multi-layer perceptron neu-
ral network trained with the back propagation algorithm.

1 INTRODUCTION

Loose part monitoring systems (LPMS) based on structure-borne sound analysis are installed in
all nuclear power plants (NPPs) with light water reactors in Germany. The systems work on-line
and monitor continuously possible detached or loosened internal or foreign parts in the reactor
coolant system. In recent years more and more utilities have replaced or are planning to replace
old analogue systems with modern digital systems. These computer-based systems allow more
flexible handling of acoustic burst events and in principal also more intelligent burst judgement
to reduce false alarms on-line or to carry out burst posterior processing and trending after alarm.

The Institut fur Sicherheitstechnologie (ISTec) GmbH has extensive experience with analogue
and digital LPMSs [1] and performed successful research work on intelligent on-line burst proc-
essing methods [2]. In frame of programs of the Federal Ministry for Environment, Nature Con-
servation and Nuclear Safety (BMU) for further development of surveillance methods of NPPs,
ISTec developed two software modules for computer aided burst judgement. They are imple-
mented as add-ons (MS Windows 3.1 dynamic link libraries DLLs) for industrial LPMSs e.g. the
Siemens/KWU LPMS KOS'95, stage 2.
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2 CONTEXT OF WORK

Modern digital loose part monitoring systems in nuclear power plants detect structure-borne
acoustic events (bursts) caused by impacting loose parts, sliding and rolling actions, cavitation- or
other flow instability induced noise. Parallel to the alarm setting into the control room the de-
tected events are usually digitised with a 50 or 100 kHz sampling rate per channel (A/D resolu-
tion: 12 or 16 bit) and stored on hard disc. The registered time window is typically 50 to 100
milliseconds [3], [4]. Figure 1 shows an example of an 8 channel acoustic event detected by the
LPMS KOS95.

The detailed evaluation of the acoustic events requires normally extensive know how and analy-
sis efforts, although standard software analysis tools for burst processing are available in a mod-
ern LPMS. They include algorithms e.g. for RMS-, FFT- or inverse FFT-transforms, for digital
filtering, amplitude-, occurrence time- and delay time statistics, rough and fine localisation of
event source, etc. Other helpful tools are trend analysis together with recorded process signals
and cyclic background measurements and analysis etc. The tendency is also going to deliver tools
for energy and mass estimation of loose parts in the future. With the help of these tools a trained
operator in the plant or an external expert can carry out the burst evaluation interactively.

On the other side, an operator has normaly to care of more than one system in the plant and also
other daily tasks. It is extremly helpful to him in practice, if the system can give an idea about
the rough location of the signal origin like "reactor pressure vessel bottom" and about the signal
type like "metallic impact" or "flow induced noise" with less interactive effort. Only the interest-
ing or unsure cases have to be investigated more detailed. General speaking, one can perform the
burst judgement in a subjective and/or objective way:

In the subjective way the expert makes the decision according to his visual (through the

form comparison of time signals) or acoustic impression (through hearing of the relevant

channels). The success rate is personal dependant. It works only in off-line modus.

In the objective way some feature values from the measured data are determined and

the decision is based on pattern recognition techniques. It works also on-line and the

success rate depends on the quality of selected feature values and on the power of the ap-

plied pattern recognition algorithms.

The acoustic module supports the subjective way and the classification module supports the ob-
jective way of decision making.

3 ACOUSTIC MODULE

Despite of the dramatic development in data processing technology human ear remains a unbeat-
able instrument for the perception and detection of acoustic events. Until now an acoustic replay
of the registered digitised short time burst signals isn't available, although it has been found
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already with the old analogue systems that the audio replay is a helpful way of burst evaluation.
Some digital LPMS-systems have analogue tape recorders (even with expensive solid-state delay
unit for catching the first hit) build in, but they are cost and maintenance intensive and not user
friendly.

The technical difficulty is that a direct replay of the stored data with a duration of 50 to 100 ms
by a simple D/A conversion makes less sense, because human ear needs some time (>300 ms) to
perceive the acoustic events. The so-called puzzle technique developed at ISTec solves the prob-
lem in a sufficient way [5]: Almost all digital LPMSs record the burst signal with a pretrigger
part (typically 20 to 30% of the time window), which is normally a background signal of the chan-
nel and free of impact content. The idea is to extract the channel background noise information
and to generate a longer (typically 2 sec.) acoustic signal in which the burst is embedded. This ar-
tificial signal is stored in MS-Windows WAV-format and can then be easily replayed by the PC
sound card to the headphone/loudspeaker. The main steps are given in figure 2.

The puzzle and replay procedure can be done of course not only for a single burst event but also
for an ensemble of sequential or arbitrarily selected bursts of one selecteed channel or all chan-
nels. Figure 3 shows a hard copy of the user dialogue for the ensemble replay. The user can easily
go forward or backward through the selected bursts, and repeating from beginning etc. Of course
it is also possible to perform frequency transformation and loudness control in a digital way
which is planned in a later version of the module.

Test results in ISTec acoustic lab demonstrate clear differences in the sound impression for dif-
ferent burst types such as metallic impacts, flow induced noise or elektrical/thermal disturbance
signals.

4 CLASSIFICATION MODULE

Besides of the subjective burst evaluation e.g. by means of the acoustic module or through visual
time signal judgement, it is also possible to carry out the automatic burst classification. With the
positive experience gained during a PWR steam generator monitoring application [2] and a
benchmark application for the process monitoring [6], the ISTec classification module is based on
an artificial neural network with five input nodes (xl to x5), two hidden layers with five nodes
each, and two output nodes (yl and y2), figure 4.

Five parameters which characterise the burst form adequately, are determined automatically:
the local maximum time (=Tlm), the global maximum time (=Tam), the normalised area, the in-
tensity ratio and the fine structure [7J. They are used as inputs of the neural network and the
output value yl determines the class value. y2 is a sensor identification value. Each event is clas-
sified as one of the five possible classes (or an unknown class): Elektrical/Thermal disturbance
signal, Burst signal, Flow induced noise, Calibration signal and Background signal. Figure 5
show the user dialogue for the single event classification and figure 6 the user dialogue for the
burst ensemble classification.

Test results in ISTec acoustic lab achieved a correct classification rate of ca. 90%. The super user
in the plant can extend the user training set and retrain the network for adaptation of the
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diagnostic capability to special signal paths in his plant without any change of the software. Fig*
ure 7 shows the training dialogue for the super user.

In this way the digital stored signal patterns can be classified into the pre-defined classes
automatically.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Two software modules for operator support are described. They are useful for modern digital
loose parts monitoring systems. The acoustic module makes acoustic replay of digital stored short
time bursts possible. The classification module calculates the feature values of unseen acoustic
events and classifies them with the help of a trained artificial neural network in pre-defined
classes automatically. Both modules are implemented using MS-Visual C++ programming lan-
guage as MS-Windows 3.1-DLLs. They can be called by the LPMS KOS'95-Shell directly. It is also
possible to adapt them to other digital LPMS if neccessary.

The two modules as an optional part of the KtJS'95 will be installed in the Russian plant Bala-
kovo and also (at least) in one German plant this year.
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Fig. 1: Example of an 8 channel acoustic event
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Read the short time burst
( ca. 50 ms to 100 ms ) from disc

Determine the background signal
(bevor tretrigger)

Generate a long time signal (ca. 2 sec),
embedding the burst in between and
store it into a WAV-file.

Replay the signal using a PC sound
card to the sound devices

Fig. 2: Block diagram of the ISTec puzzle technique

Fig. 3: User dialogue for the ensemble replay
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Fig. 4: Structure of the neural network
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Fig. 5: User dialogue for the single event classification
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Fig. 6: User dialogue for the burst ensemble classification
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Fig. 7: Training dialogue for the super user


